Noninvasive oxygen measurements and mass transfer considerations in tissue culture flasks.
Murine hybridomas were cultivated in tissue culture flasks. Dissolved oxygen tensions in the gas and liquid phases during cell growth were monitored. Oxygen levels were measured noninvasively by interrogating an oxygen-sensitive patch mounted on the interior surface of the tissue culture flask with an optrode from outside the tissue culture flask. Readings were made in tissue culture flasks with caps both cracked open and completely closed. Although the oxygen in the gas phase remained near atmospheric oxygen levels in both flasks, over time the liquid-phase oxygen tension at the bottom of the flasks reached zero during cell growth in both the open and closed tissue culture flasks. These results suggest that the widespread practice of cracking open tissue culture flask caps during cell growth with a view to supplying adequate oxygen to cells is ineffective and probably unnecessary.The mass transfer characteristics of the tissue culture flask were also studied. The dominant resistance to oxygen mass transfer to the sensor and the cells was through the liquid media. The mass transfer rates through the liquid layer under standard laboratory conditions were found to be greater than those predicted by diffusion alone. This suggests that mixing at a microscale occurs. Volumetric and specific oxygen consumption rates were also calculated from the sensor data. These consumption rates were comparable with values published elsewhere. (c) 1996 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.